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1 Introduction
Entertainment rigging systems are systems used to move, lift or support scenery, luminaires, and other equipment in entertainment venues, such as theatres, video/film studios, amphitheatres, and arenas used for live performances or special events.

Routine inspection of entertainment rigging systems is required in order to provide a safe working environment and to comply with ANSI rigging standards. This document offers guidance to inform owners, users and inspectors about the process of inspecting entertainment rigging systems. ESTA has written this recommended practice to promote proper inspection of entertainment rigging systems, to enhance safety of system users and audiences, to enhance the longevity and performance of systems and identification of potential equipment problems, to assist in regulatory compliance, and to reduce liability associated with the operation of entertainment rigging systems.

The purpose of an entertainment rigging inspection is to provide information about the condition of the systems and components at the time of the inspection. Nothing should be inferred regarding the future performance of the system as a result of this inspection.

2 Scope of this document
This document covers the inspection of entertainment rigging systems. Rigging systems may be statically suspended (stationary) (dead hung) equipment, manually operated counterweight sets, manually operated hoist sets, rope and sandbag (hemp) sets, and electric hoist sets (including winding drum hoists, packaged hoists, powered counterweight sets). The document includes inspection of fire safety curtain systems, rigging only. Rigging systems frequently include combinations and variations of rigging types.

2.1 General
These guidelines include recommended inspector qualifications and responsibilities, scope and frequency of inspections, content of the rigging inspection report, and related information concerning the inspection process.

2.2 Exclusions
These guidelines do not pertain to the process of inspecting:

2.2.1 Performer flying rigging systems.

2.2.2 The building structure.

2.2.3 The building electrical infrastructure.

3 Definitions
Definitions contained in this section apply to this guideline. Where terms are not defined in this section, they should be defined using their ordinarily accepted dictionary meanings within the specific context of their use.

3.1 Inspector: The person engaging in the examination of entertainment rigging systems.

3.2 Lifting media: The load carrying element that is attached to the counterweight carriage or is driven by the hoist to move the load (e.g. wire rope, roller chain).

3.3 Limits of use: The parameters under which the system is designed to operate (e.g. working load limit, speed of movement, duty cycle, environmental conditions, user skill level, availability of maintenance).

3.4 Owner: The legal entity which exercises control over management and recordkeeping functions relating to a building and/or facility in which activities covered by this document take place.

3.5 Qualified person: A person who, by possession of a recognized degree or certificate of professional standing, or who, by extensive knowledge, training, and experience, has successfully demonstrated the ability to solve or resolve problems relating to the subject matter and work.